Vision, Aphasia, Neglect Assessment for Large Vessel Occlusion Stroke.
Vision, Aphasia, Neglect (VAN) is a large vessel occlusion (LVO) screening tool that was initially tested in a small study where emergency department (ED) nurses were trained to perform VAN assessment on stroke code patients. We aimed to validate the VAN assessment in a larger inpatient dataset. We utilized a large dataset and used National Institute of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) performed by physicians to extrapolate VAN. VAN was compared to NIHSS greater than or equal to 6 and established prehospital LVO screening tools including Rapid Arterial Occlusion Evaluation scale (RACE), Field Assessment Stroke Triage for Emergency Destination (FAST-ED), and Cincinnati Pre-hospital Stroke Scale (CPSS). Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), negative predictive value (NPV), accuracy, and area under receiver operating characteristics curve was calculated to estimate the predictive value of LVO. VAN was comparable in sensitivity (79% versus 80%) and NPV (88% versus 87%) to NIHSS greater than or equal to 6. It was superior in specificity (69% versus 57%), PPV (53% versus 46%) and accuracy to NIHSS greater than or equal to 6 (72% versus 64%) with significant receiver operating curve (.74 versus .69, P = .02). VAN also had comparable area under the curve when compared to RACE, FAST-ED, and CPSS however slightly lower accuracy (69%-73%) compared to RACE (76%), FAST-ED (77%), and CPSS (75%). VAN had the highest NPV among all screening assessments (88%). VAN is a simple screening tool that can identify LVOs with adequate accuracy in hospital setting. Future studies need to be conducted in prehospital setting to validate its utility to detect LVOs in the field.